In November 2021, the Michelin Guide announced it will be grading restaurants in the state of
Florida with Michelin Stars. Previously, the only states eligible to have their restaurants graded
with a Michelin Star were New York, California, and Illinois. Many of the country's best new
restaurants and satellites of Michelin Star restaurants have opened over the past few years. Much
of the demand for these high-end restaurants are coming from New Yorkers that have moved to
South Florida permanently, or regularly, spend long weekends here. South Florida also hosts Art
Basel on an annual basis which is the largest and one of the most important art shows in the
world. Having arguably one of the best restaurant and art scenes in the country further blends
New York and South Florida.
For the past few decades, South Florida has been considered one of the largest financial service
hubs in the United States. It has been home to many of the largest commercial real estate finance
firms, South American financial firms, and some of the largest family offices in the world. It has a
strong financial service employment base and infrastructure, which makes it relatively easy for the
industry to expand. In addition, many financial service professionals are viewing South Florida as
an alternative to living in the suburbs of New York City due to the region's abundant luxury
housing stock, cultural attractions, good weather, family friendly environment, and ease of travel
to New York. We should expect to see the financial service economy in South Florida continue to
grow well into the future.
The population growth in South Florida has been extraordinary since COVID-19. There are
approximately 1,000 people per day moving to the state of Florida and many of them are from the
New York region. This unanticipated growth does run the risk of over taxing South Florida's
infrastructure which could slow the rate of people and businesses moving to the region.
South Florida is going through a modern-day renaissance. It has truly blossomed from a second
home and retirement area to New York's "6th borough". As companies further digitize and rely on
remote working environments, many of their most talented professionals will choose South
Florida as home. Over time, Florida and New York will continue to grow, prosper, and complement
each other as they have for decades.
Michael Zysman is a managing principal at City Bay Capital LLC.
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